
THE BRIDGE OF HOPE: 
HAND CENTERS THAT CAUSE 

AND CURE ALEXIA 

Betty Zorotovich 

A strange gap has been discovered in the brain which, if bridged, 
promises reading ability and all other good things it prevented 
before. Building the bridge is a simple matter. This gap can be 
easily found in numerous children who have been proven unable 
to learn to read any words or to learn any abstract processes in 
math such as the multiplication combinations. These are the low 
IQ children who normal children label "stupid" as soon as they 
enter school. My experiences indicate that approximately half 
of these low IQ children possess this gap. I have frequently 
asked myself what can be done for the hundreds of desperate and 
angry children who are tortured daily by the inability to read. 
Study of the kinesthetic learner, combined with case histories 
from the annals of brain research, have provided me with some 
insight into identifying the gap, and then to bridge it success-
fully, so that the learning processes can proceed smoothly with 
these children. 

Case Study 

Lawrence was the wildest and angriest of my students. He 
was also the first nonreader I found when I started my career as a 
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junior high school teacher in my home town. Lawrence was 
different. His favorite game was to crawl on the floor between 
the desks while barking like a dog or meowing like a cat. He 
pinched other children or scratched them as he crawled along, 
frightening them into uttering muffled cries of alarm. Thir-
teen years old and large for his age, he habitually crouched 
under his black jacket, hiding his face in it whether he was 
crawling or standing upright. With his face thus hidden, I could 
catch a glimpse of his eyes only rarely; oddly enough, each time 
I did see them, they appeared filled with sardonic laughter. This 
child seemed to be on his way to insanity, and it appeared pro-
blematical as to which one of us would arrive at those twisted 
gates first. He slipped from his seat again and again to spread 
alarm and confusion, creating a nightmarish atmosphere in the 
classroom. Lawrence's school records reported him as being a 
complete nonreader. Could he be a kinesthetic learner? 

The lectures of Dr. Grace Fernald of UCLA (who discovered 
the kinesthetic learner) were still clearly in mind, and since I 
have never seen her discovery sequence in print, I shall outline 
the kinesthetic learner as she presented him to us, her students. 

A child from the UCLA Teachers'Training School was sent 
to the Psychology Department to be given a Binet. He was duly 
tested and sent back to the school with a note saying that he was 
normal. He could not read a word. After weeks of continuing 
effort to teach him, he still had not learned any words, so he was 
sent back-to the Psychology Department with a note which read: 
<(lf this child is normal,you teach him how to read." 

The challenge was accepted and Dr. Fernald took charge of 
his case. She and her assistants initiated steady and varied efforts 
but still the child's reading ability remained nil. Then one day a 
student assistant was holding up flashcards before the boy when 
he suddenly blurted out, 'That's canoe!" Looking at the card the 
assistant saw that indeed it was "canoe." She reshuffled the 
flashcards and waited until the card came again. Again, it elicited 
the same response: 'That's canoe!" 

The child had learned a word at last. But how? Finally, the 
assistant remembered that on a previous day she had written the 
word on a chalkboard and the boy had traced it with his finger, 
saying it as he traced. In this way he had made a permanent im-
print on the hitherto inaccesible reading center in his brain. 

Thinking that he might learn with this approach, I asked 
Lawrence to trace a word, I braced myself for the impending 
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battle. He kicked while yelling, "Get away from me! I don't want 
to learn to read! Leave me alone! Can't you see that I don't want 
to learn to read?" 

He was big but I was bigger, so Lawrence traced his first 
word. He learned immediately, smoothly, and easily, with excel-
lent retention; soon he was working harder than anyone else in 
the class. His jacket was on his back, his head was bent over his 
work, and his eyes were friendly and eager. Thus, Lawrence be-
came my greatest teacher. 

The battle through the years was vivid, but the rewards were 
great as the Lawrences fought their way through our doors, 
shouting, whining, whimpering, and sometimes outright bawling 
until they found that they could learn. Then they relaxed and set 
a pace of learning for themselves which challenged everyone. 

This was exciting and satisfying. But there were many angry 
children and, even more strangely, there were also placid ones 
whom I could not teach at all. Yet all human brains have approx-
imately 10 trillion brain cells. Why couldn't their hands throw 
the switch in their brains to get them roaring down the main line 
of learning like the Lawrences could? 

We deliberately kept a few of these inefficient learners in 
each class so we could study their disabilities. With the aid of 
tracing, most of them could progress to the fourth-grade level, 
although this progress was slow and painful, they slipped back, 
then relearned and came forward again. By contrast, the true 
kinesthetic learner was easily identifiable by his ability to learn a 
difficult word easily, followed by almost perfect retention. 

Why Stop at Fourth Grade? 

Why did the others stop at the fourth-grade level? Why did 
they always learn so ineffectively: learn and forget, relearn and 
forget, relearn and forget ad nauseum? Some could not progress 
at all. Despite their best efforts and mine, they learned nothing. 

What did hands have to do with the learning process? Where 
were the hand centers in the brain? I found that answer in a 
psychology text (Hilgard 1971) which showed the hand centers 
hovering over the top of the brain, each finger with a definite 
center to itself on the cortex of the brain, just as specific as the 
sight center and the hearing center. Since man owes so much to 
his hands, this arrangment seemed entirely logical. And those 
hovering hands inexorably control vast numbers of people's right 
to read. 
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Continuing the search, we found that a researcher at Cal 
Tech, Roger W. Sperry (Boehm 1963), had made an observation 
concerning hands and reading while observing a man whose brain 
had been surgically split into its two natural lobes in an effort to 
avert further epileptic siezures. The man's actions seemed normal 
except for his hands. They acted like they belonged to strangers. 
When he played checkers one of his hands would make a move 
and the other would countermand it or perhaps ir would throw 
the checkerboard on the floor. In the right half-field of vision, 
he could read. He could not read aloud those single words which 
were presented to his left hand-field of vision, but he could de-
monstrate, by manual signals and by retrieval of matching ob-
jects, that he knew the meaning of the words. 

This gap between his hands had been created surgically. 
Soon I was to discover another less drastic gap between the hands 
which occurs naturally in some people's brains and appears to 
strangle completely their ability to read and to learn math. Yet 
this gap is easily closed, as we shall see. 

Meanwhile, where, among those ten trillion brain cells, was 
the reading center for which dull children's hands were vaguely 
groping? This anecdote placed it (Ullman 1962): 

A man went out to pick up his paper one morning and 
found he couldn't read. He was a man of sixty with a 
business of his own. No other faculty was affected and 
thenceforth until his death two years later, he could 
read nothing. He could write to dictation, but could 
not read it back. He could write anything he wished 
but he could not reread it. The rest of his mind was 
unaffected and he successfully conducted his business 
until his death. An autopsy revealed he had experienced 
a vascular accident in the rear septum of the brain. 

Split Brain Operation 

The split brain operation had so successfully stopped epilep-
tic seizures that nine other victims had sought out the team of 
Vogel and Bogen at the California College of Medicine to obtain 
similar relief. Additional basic brain research was also greatly ex-
tended at Cal Tech by 1967. Four patients were extensively stu-
died by Sperry and a graduate student, M. S. Gazzaniga. 

An attempt was made to explore the oral capabilities of a 
person who was only using the visual field and the hand control-
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led by the minor hemisphere of the brain. This failed because 
the speech center was in the major hemisphere and the minor 
could not trigger it. The minor hand, however, could signal when 
a light flashed in the minor visual field although the individual 
could not react verbally. 

On the other side, the major hemisphere, found to have 
smooth functioning control of the speech center, reading center, 
spelling center, and the mathematical center, shows little or 
detectable change in the intelligence, disposition, or the person-
ality of the patient. 

Continuing exploration of the minor hemisphere for the 
benefit of formal educators showed meager results. Only one of 
the four patients showed any capability, and that was in the field 
of spelling. Using plastic letters of the alphabet, his minor hand 
could spell out a few simple words out of sight, yet afterward he 
could not repeat, with the vocal hemisphere, the word he had 
just spelled. This was the top scholastic achievement of the minor 
hemisphere in the four patients studied. 

However, brain injury specialists such as aphasia experts 
J. Eisenson and M. F. Berry (1942, 1972) and C. Van Riper 
(1953) and physiologists M. Ullman (1962) and L. Woodburne 
(1967), though warning that little in the way of abstract thought 
can be expected from the minor hemisphere, explain that the 
minor hemisphere is helpful when called upon to assist a dam-
aged major hemisphere relearn speaking, reading, writing, and 
arithmetic at a simple level. Addition and subtraction can be 
attained but not multiplication, and the fourth-grade level is 
about the ceiling of reading capabilities, though as Sperry has 
indicated, minor hemispheres do vary in their abilities. 

"Fourth-grade level" were words which struck forcibly in 
my mind concerning my students. Some of them usually could 
achieve fourth-grade level but rarely could go beyond it. Their 
math was always very poor, too. If a child was using only the 
non-abstract side of the brain, wouldn't he have difficulty 
learning to read, spell, or do math? Would the "bright" side 
of the brain just be riding around, useless all the while? 

If this were the case, I was ready with the simplest of tests 
to determine the truth of the matter. For twenty-five years I had 
used the test word encyclopedia to identify those children whom 
I could teach kinesthetically with complete success, had watched 
them graduate from college, choose careers, marry, and send 
their children to our school in turn. I knew if a child could trace 
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the word encyclopedia ten times while saying it, then rewrite it 
easily and accurately, I could teach him to read at the normal 
level. On the other hand, if he garbled the letters or wrote only 
a few of them, I knew that I could not teach him adequately. If 
he could write most of the letters in correct order, however, he 
would be able to stumble forward to the fourth-grade level by 
tracing. Now the problem was to find out whether or not these 
children had been carrying around not only a "smart" hemi-
sphere of the brain which was not working for them but also a 
"smart" hand which had been educationally useless to him all 
of this time. 

To try out this test, I needed the student with the lowest 
IQ in the school. One of my fellow teachers laughingly challen-
ged me to " t ry Brock M." So I called Brock in. Except for being 
able to write his name, he tested zero on all counts. He was left-
handed, left-eyed, and right-footed. He traced encyclopedia with 
his left hand but he couldn't rewrite any of the letters. 

Brock was then asked to trace the word with his right hand. 
He did so; the word slip was removed, and Brock was asked to 
write the word with his finger on the surface of the desk. He 
moved his right forefinger easily and accurately through the 
twelve letters, writing them blankly on the desk top. He then said 
the word and spelled it aloud accurately. He had learned a word 
in a completely normal kinesthetic fashion. 

Now it was time to write the word, and time for my edu-
cation to be improved. Brock reached for the pencil with his left 
hand, and attempted to write with it but he stopped in dismay. 
He did not know how to write the word with his old hand. For 
the first time, he knew a sophisticated word that he could read 
and spell; but he couldn't write it. He threw the pencil down in 
disgust, looked at his hands for a moment, and then looked at 
me. Slowly he picked up the pencil with his "new" right hand 
and tried to write, but it was too awkward. He had never written 
with that hand before, so he threw the pencil down again and sat 
thinking for a moment. Suddenly, with resolution, he picked up 
the pencil with his old hand, watched as his new hand traced 
out the letter e on the desk, then wrote it with his old hand. In 
this manner, letter by letter, he traced out the word with one 
hand and he wrote it out with the other hand until it was com-
plete. 

Brock's eyes had helped one hand write what the other 
hand knew. His hands did not share a common memory. There 
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was a gap between them in the brain. In the Cal Tech observa-
tion, a gap between the hands had been produced surgically. By 
contrast, this apparently was a natural phenomenon in Brock's 
brain. But there was a "bright" hemisphere which had been 
riding around for fifteen years without helping Brock with his 
school work, and a "br ight" hand which had been doing the 
same. Working together, the "smart" hemisphere and the 
"smart" hand could easily dial in the learning stations of the 
mind but evidently had been unable to jump the gap between the 
hands. Thus the gap appeared to be the most immediate problem. 
In a normal brain the control switches between the hemispheres 
flip back and forth as easily as a person switches from speaking 
to singing, but how could one repair the vital switch needed to 
close the gap between Brock's hands? 

Helping Hand 

Physiotherapists lent a helping hand (Dott, in Van Riper 
1963). They have found this following method successful when 
a patient writes a familiar word while the therapist speaks it. If 
the process is repeated often enough the patient will probably be 
able to say it too, eventaully. 

I tested a slight variation on that approach at a Christmas 
party where a relatively new member was hostessing our local 
Writer's Guild. A man seemed strangely lonely in the noisy crowd 
so I tried to converse with him, only to have him reply with a 
smile. A mutual friend then explained that the man had been a 
week-end prospector and was unable to speak as a result of a 
head injury he had sustained twenty years before while working 
in his own gold mine out beyond the Mojave desert. He then 
introduced me to the man—who turned out to be our host. 
Brimful of newly learned information about aphasia, I embar-
rassedly asked him if he would like me to teach him a few words. 
He laughlingly acquiesced and indicated with hand signals that he 
would like to be able to say "California." It seemed logical that 
tracing instead of writing might speed up the learning process, so 
he found some paper and wrote the word in large script which he 
traced as I said it. On the second tracing I heard him whisper the 
word, then he murmured it; and by the tenth tracing he was 
shouting "California!" He then eagerly wrote the letters USA and 
with great delight traced and learned to say once more, "United 
States of America." He said the words again to say once more, 
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"United States of America." He said the words again and again 
as though he were gathering his beloved country back into him-
self once more. This was a very moving experience, and with 
deep pleasure I taught his delighted wife and also a volunteering 
retired college dean, Hazel Whedon, the simple method for re-
teaching him to speak. He progressed steadily until his death. 

This once again clearly demonstrated that the hand center is 
closely connected to the speech center. A thousand children had 
demonstrated that the hand is connected to the reading center, 
and certainly the reading center is connected to the speech cen-
ter. It seemed logical that, if a strong connection were built be-
tween the the two hand centers, the speech center, and the 
reading center, then perhaps Brock's gap between the hands 
would be bridged. It was worth a try. 

"Psychiatrist" was the first word chosen to bridge the gap. I 
wrote out in very large script on a slip of paper fifteen inches 
long by two inches wide, which is the standard size I use in my 
kinesthetic reading classes. Brock traced the word with his new 
"smart" right hand, saying it aloud as he traced. He then said it 
again as he traced with the other hand. Ten alternative tracings 
built a strong enough bridge to allow both of his hands to write 
the word. He could also spell it aloud correctly. Brock learned 
four words in this manner, then traced a f i f th word with his 
right hand. The left hand, without tracing it, was then able to 
write the fifth word accurately. 

A bridge had been built over the gap between the hands. 
The gap was now closed. 

To determine the rate of incidence of this gap among low 
IQ children, the lowest 30 such children among our two thou-
sand junior high students were examined. Eighteen of those 30 
possessed gaps identical to Brock's, with the new unused hands 
capable of learning encyclopedia in a normal kinesthetic manner. 

My first student, sardonic-eyed Lawrence, is still in town 
and sent greetings to me the other day. My sister-in-law saw him 
with his wife in church. He graduated from high school, has 
carried his share of the town's work, has paid his taxes, raised 
his family, become a dignified and capable man. 

Isn't that what it's all about? 
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